FRAMEWORK

POLICY SPHERES

PRIORITIES
Social recovery efforts will be structured into two major pillars: (1) ensuring high quality of life and (2) creating preconditions for personal development of each individual, covering five relevant policy spheres.

- **Direct Influence of War**
  - Psychological and Physical injuries
  - Internal displacement and refugees
  - Mobilization

- **Education & Science**
  - Development of educational and scientific potential

- **Culture & Information Policy**
  - Instil cultural and value-driven competences

- **Youth & Sports**
  - Creating opportunities for youth and promoting sports

---

**Ensuring Personal Development**

**Population**

**Ensuring Quality of Life**

- **Healthcare**
  - Ensuring access to high quality healthcare services, including mental health and rehabilitation

- **Social Protection**
  - Providing social protection to vulnerable groups, including IDPs, children, and people with disabilities

- **Productivity of the workforce**
EDUCATION AND SCIENCE POLICY SHOULD BE FOCUSED ON THE PROVISION OF WIDE ACCESS TO EDUCATION

Key figures:

650k of students were forced to flee the country due to the war

22k of teachers were forced to flee the country due to the war

2k of educational institutions were damaged by shelling and bombing

209 educational institutions were completely destroyed

Key objectives:

→ We are grateful for the support in the sphere of education – scholarships for Ukrainians, direct support for our universities.

→ As of now, policy objective in the sphere is to develop joint tools, educational programs for the support of Ukraine.

General policy priorities:

→ Restoration of the educational process in war-torn areas

→ Restoration of the educational, research and innovation infrastructure

→ Provision of psychological support to educational process participants

→ Restoration of full-scale independent assessment for admission and attestation of students

→ Optimize school network, building an accessible and secure digital educational and research environment

→ Development of vocational education

→ Transition to a real model of financing higher education

→ Integration into the European and global educational & research areas
UKRAINE SHOULD FOCUS ON COUNTERACTING RUSSIAN DISINFORMATION AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Key figures:

- **360** documented episodes of Russian war crimes against cultural heritage
- **130+** destroyed or damaged religious buildings
- **40+** destroyed or damaged memorials
- **11** regions has damaged telecommunication infrastructure

Key objectives:

- We are grateful for the support in the sphere of culture and informational policy, especially with media policy and countering Russian disinformation.
- For now, policy objective is to restore destroyed cultural objects, as well as to provide support to cultural institutions.

General policy priorities:

- Countering Russian disinformation by restricting access to Russian propaganda resources in the media
- Contributing to the preservation of cultural artifacts
- Collection of information on the destruction and damage of cultural artifacts and the losses of the creative sphere
- Substitution the Russian informational channels with Ukrainian channels, expand the production of content in European languages
- Conduction of historical research in the field of memory and memorialization, restore damaged artifacts and cultural monuments
- Promotion of Ukrainian culture worldwide
- Supporting culture and creative industries, development of cultural and products to strengthen the voice of Ukraine
UKRAINE SHOULD PROMOTE THE RETURN OF YOUNG PEOPLE TO THE COUNTRY AND SUPPORT FOR THEIR INITIATIVES

**Key figures:**

- **60%** of youth centers are not working due to war
- **72** objects of youth infrastructure are damaged or occupied
- **68%** of youth workers were forced to leave their regions, which stopped majority of projects
- **3k** athletes suspended the training process

**Key objectives:**

- We are thankful for the **humanitarian support** received by all the war-affected groups of people.
- For now, policy objective is to restore destroyed infrastructure in all of the humanitarian spheres, including youth and sports infrastructure objects.

**General policy priorities:**

- Creation of incentives system for the return of the youth to Ukraine and support their initiatives, including through the activities of the **Ukrainian Youth Fund**.
- Creation mechanisms for the participation of young people in the process of reconstruction of Ukraine at all levels.
- Restoration of destroyed and creation of new **modern and accessible sports and youth infrastructure** facilities.
- Promotion of close cooperation on youth policy with **partner countries** and the European Union.
- Raising the level of Ukrainian national and civic identity, which will stimulate the participation of young women and men in public life.
UKRAINE NEEDS TO FOCUS ON ENSURING THAT HEALTH SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE TO THOSE IN NEED

**Key figures:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105+</td>
<td>of healthcare facilities were destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540+</td>
<td>of healthcare facilities were damaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b+</td>
<td>USD - preliminary estimated amount of losses in the sphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3k</td>
<td>of medical workers are now under Russian occupation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key objectives:**

- We are thankful for the medical support – medical evacuation, rehabilitation and prosthetics.
- For now, one of our key policy objectives is to develop comprehensive system of rehabilitation within Ukraine to cover all the demand.

**General policy priorities:**

- Strengthening of policies and institutions of the national healthcare system to guide the recovery process
- Ensuring financial stability of the healthcare system
- Strengthening health services to meet the special needs of people
- Ensuring the country’s pharmaceutical safety
- Restoring and transforming healthcare facilities network
- Strengthening human resources of the healthcare system
- Strengthening public health system
- Development and implementation of elements of the quality assurance system in health care at all levels
UKRAINE NEEDS TO FOCUS ON THE PROVISION OF SOCIAL SERVICES FOR ALL WAR-AFFECTED POPULATION

Key figures:

- **5.2m**
  - of children in need of humanitarian assistance

- **2**
  - kids per day are being killed in Ukraine because of shelling

- **1.2m**
  - people were forcefully deported from occupied territories

Key objectives:

- We are thankful for all social support – childcare, support of the seniors, people with disabilities, internally displaced people.
- Our key objectives in the sphere are to build mechanisms for registration and return of children, to build a system of social services provision and to ensure the compensation from Russia.

General policy priorities:

- Digitalization of the system of the services provision
- Increasing targeting and strengthening of the verification of social assistance recipients, leaving no one behind
- Development of the second-level of pension insurance (obligatory saving pension system), stimulation of voluntary funds accumulation
- Ensuring the barrier-free access to the services by all the social groups
- Creation of the opportunities for the psychological, physical and social reintegration of veterans into peaceful life
- Building of a viable system of protection of children's rights at the national, and local levels that meets international standards
- Stimulation of returning Ukrainians back to Ukraine through migration and integration policies
PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT WILL BE IMPROVED VIA THE MENTAL HEALTH AND PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT PROGRAM

Key figures:

44% of Ukrainians are separated from their families

50% of Ukrainians estimate their psychological condition as “very stressful”

60% of Ukrainians need psychological support

Comments

To mitigate the consequences of the full-fledged Russian aggression on mental health of Ukrainian citizens, the National Mental Health and Psychosocial Support Program will be implemented.

To implement the program, the following steps will be taken:

• Conducting a comprehensive audit of available resources together with WHO’s experts.

• Development of step-by-step plan from model implementation (with engagement of all stakeholders).

• Conducting trainings for doctors and other specialists on providing psychological support.

• Designing the register of professionals and methods of providing support, development of model for professional retraining.

• Conducting wide-scale communication campaign to develop the culture of mental health care.
Hostilities in Ukraine lead to physical and psychological traumas of thousands of people, both military and civilians. Most people who were saved by medical workers need further rehabilitation.

To improve the approach to psychosocial rehabilitation, Ukraine is committed to introduce the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF).

The ICF is internationally recognized classification of functioning and disability that incorporates not only data regarding health condition of the patient, but also other factors, such as body structures and functions, social participation, environmental factors, and personal factors (e.g., gender, age, etc.).

Introduction of the model in Ukraine will allow to apply more wholistic approach to rehabilitation, concentrating on comprehensive improvement of person’s health, both physical and mental.

The key goal according to the ICF model is to help individual to return to normal social life.
STRATEGY FOR BARRIER-FREE ENVIRONMENT WILL BUILD INCLUSIVE ECONOMY, INFRASTRUCTURE AND SOCIETY

Key figures:

101
place of Ukraine in “Inclusiveness Index” (among 132 countries)

25%
of Ukrainian citizens with disabilities are employed (among people of working age)

5%
of public services are available online

Comments

The National Strategy for Barrier-Free Environment in Ukraine until 2030 was adopted in 2021 and is aimed at ensuring that each Ukrainian citizen has equal opportunities and can effectively exploit their potential.

The Strategy covers several levels of barrier-free environment:

- Physical barrier-free environment: accessibility of all objects of the physical environment.
- Informational barrier-free environment: access to information in different formats for all people.
- Digital barrier-free environment: full access to the Internet, public services and public digital information.
- Public and civic barrier-free environment: access to active participation in life of communities and the state.
- Educational barrier-free environment: equal opportunities for accessing different types of education.
- Economic barrier-free environment: possibility to get a job or start own business for all people.
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